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Summary
This minute summarizes the discussions during the week June 22 - 26 between IRSN and LLNL in the
framework of the PRINCESS project (PRoject for IRSN Neutron physics and Criticatity Experimental

data Supporting Safety) and in accordance with the

US Nuctear

Criticatity Safety Program (NCSP).

These discussions mainly deatt with criticatity accident (the agenda is presented in Appendix A), but

other points related to Nuctear Criticatity Safety were atso discussed (for exampte, the LLNL-IRSN
cotlaboration agreement, the use of COG with Promethee software (possibitity for a Workshop at
ICNC), ISSA Benchmark, FREYA/FlSSlON, cottaboration in the Nuclear Data fietd).

ln parattet to these discussions, measurements were performed around the LLNL 252Cf source, in
particular with the highest activity source to investigate the behaviour of IRSN neutron individual
dosimeter in the saturation range and also irradiation of IRSN active device measurements.
LLNL and IRSN actions fol[owing this week are presented in Appendix B.
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Appendix A
Time/Location

Topic

lnvited LLNL Personnel

Monday

7:30

Badging

Hickman

6/22/2jrs

West Badge Office

lntroductions, Review of LLNL
Organization and Operations,

Heinrichs, Merritt, Hickman, Percher,
Wong, jeffers, Tai, Worley, Sundsmo,

Review of weeks' activities

Carl, Scorby, Zywiec, Hudson, Topper,

Day/Date

- 9:30

8:30

8253 Meyers Room

Bowden, Gonzales
9:30

12:00

TouTs: ISSA, RCL, BLAB, RML,

Percher, Hickman, Zywiec,

8255,

8253

WBC, SLAB, External Dos¡metry

Jeffers, Wong, Carl, Topper

Hudson,

Labs

12:00

-

L3:30

13:30

-

15:00

8253 Meyers Room
15:00

Lunch

Sta

16:00

-

for

Planning

Carl, Hickman, Hudson

rt overnight irradiations

8:30

6/23/201s

8253 Meyers Room

Activities

9:00

Set up

10:00 8255

irradiations

9:00

-

Carl, Hickman, Heinrichs, Scorby

8255

Tuesday

10:00

RCL dosimeter

irradiations for the week

12:00

8253 Meyers Room

Greetings

&

for

Review

next

of

Days

dosimeter

Heinrichs, Hickman, Scorby, Hudson

Carl, Hickman

Hudson,

Wong

Heinrichs, Hudson, Hickman,

Wong,

Receipt & lnstallation Planning for Heinrichs, Hickman,
ISRN

equipment at NADLAB

12:00

-

13:30

Lunch

13:30

-

L4:30

Set up

Scorby

for next dosimeter

Carl, Hickman, Bowden

irradiations
14:30

-

16:00

8253 Meyers Room

Review of and

Requirements

for IER-

I48

Scorby

(Training Access, Exposure Plan,
etc.)

- 9:00

Wednesday

08:30

6/24/2jrs

R25? f\lpr¡or< Flnnm

Greetings

&

Review

of

Days

Heinrichs, Hickman, Scorby, Hudson

^.f¡rri+iac

for next dosimeter

9:00

Set up

10:00 8255

irradiations

-

CR-39 use

L0:00

11:00

8253 Meyers Room

1L:00

-

13:30

for high range

neutron doses

LLNL

Carl, Hickman

Tai,

Hickman, Topper, Heinrichs,

Scorby, Hudson, Bowden

Safety Fair & Lunch
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Set up

13:30

L4:30
R1

8255

Carl, Hickman

for next dosimeter

irradiations

Rî

L4:30

-

16:00

8253 Meyers Room

Discussions

about Caliban

Prospero

&

Hickman, Wong, Heinrichs, Topper

intercomparison

results and RPD publications (if
time permits view Hankins 8251Safety I ndoctrination)

- 9:00

&

Thu rsday

08:30

6/2s/207s

8253 Meyers Room

Activit¡es

9:00

Set up for next

10:00 8255

irradiations

L0:00

-

12:00

8253 Meyers Room

Greetings

Review

of

Days

Carl, Hickman

dosimeter

US Approach to

criticality

dosimetry (standards, criteria)

Heinrichs, Hickman, Scorby, Hudson

-

Hickman, Heinrichs, Scorby, Topper
Wong, Hudson

Viewing of segments of Nuclear

Criticality Heritage

Video

Conference

12:00

-

13:30

Lunch

13:30

Set up for next

1,4:30 8255

irradiations

14:30

-

16:00

8253 Meyers Room

Review
Cha
a

- 9:00

08:30

8253 Meyers Room

Activities

9:00

Set up

10:00 8255

irradiations

-

12:00

Heinrichs, Hudson, Hickman, Scorby

ctivities

Friday

10:00

tlattop

of

Carl, Hickman

racterizat¡on

6/26l2jts

8253 Meyers Room

dosimeter

Greet¡ngs

&

Review

of

Days

for next dosimeter

Heinrichs, Hickman, Scorby, Hudson

Carl, Hickman

Future Proposals & Collaborationr

Hickman, Heinrichs, Scorby

on

Wong, Hudson

NAD development.

C'f--25t

,Topper,

Benchmarks discussions

12:00

-

13:30

Lunch

Set up for next

13:30

t4:3O

8255

irradiations

16:00

Open Discussions

dosimeter

Carl, Hickman

R1R1

L4:30

-

8253 Meyers Room

Hickman, Heinrichs, Scorby,Topper,
Wong, Hudson, Merritt, Worley
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Aooendix
Subjects

LLNL Actions

- to finish irradiation of
dosimeter to

IRSN

IRSN CR39

and ship

Actions

Comments/information

- to provide data from Radeye, TEPC and siticon diode
- to provide dosimeter for btind test comparison with NAD

IRSN

- irradiation in September 2015 for btind test
comparison (-1 Gray?) between

B

IRSN

scheduted in September

dosimeter

and NAD
- to provide pictures of the configurations
performed during this week

-

IER 147

witt be pubtished after

IER 148

- Latest version CED2 (Aprit 2013)
- to provide a first draft of stides for ICNC presentation by 4
September

-

to provide

a draft

for

RPD

pubtication by the end

201 5

- to provide information about the source and the

- to give preferred period to perform the experiments

- 1 week in Ju¡re 201ó

room (for simulation) (+ COG input data?)

- to ask Jerry McKamy for the DAF room

- At least 1 month before IER 148 and IER 252

- Latest version CED2 (September 2014)
- to provide a first draft by October 2015

- to give preferred period to perform the experiments

- 2 weeks in March/Aprit 2016

- to provide information about the source and the

- to give information about what |RSN want (kind of

- At least 1 month before IER 148 and IER 252

room (for simutation)

experiment, device, configuration etc.

- LLNL interested by gamma spectrometry

)

- to ask Jerry McKamy for the DAF room

(BGO) and ROSPEC/NE213 (Bruno ASSELINEAU)

- Experiments ptanned in
- Planning performed in

FY 2017

FY 2016

IRSN/FRilt-158-lnd3
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- to organize RAD worker 2 training (January

- to pass RAD worker 2 training

- NADLAB = mercury lab

2016?l

- to provide an update list of device that witt be used at

- lf certified device

- to provide tiquid and gaseous nitrogen in the

NADl.AB

-

NADLAB

- to send information about devices (inctuding etectrical

certification

certification for

- one IRSN visit in January 2016 (-10 days) (for

- to check

if

a training for chemical work is

USA)

+

NADLAB

if not certified device +

Livermore for

necessary

- to send information about the hood

- to provide information regarding the connection

(done)

- 3 months necessary to have entry access to

(for cabtes) from the reactor cetl to the

- to buy the security shower and the hood and the

the

experimental room

associated cost (except insta[tation)

- to provide chemical (acid, 2 1L botttes)
- to answer about interest for the IRSN Panasonic

-

TLD reader (done)

to use (bring from France or can be provide by

-

to

perform formatities for

IRSN

entries

IRSN

would like to buy

rad training at LLNL and installation at NADLAB)

NADLAB

to give information about Li6 for TLD
to give information on catibration source

IRSN

woutd tike

LLNL?)

- to provide the number of linear feets (15?) necessary for
IRSN

-

instrumentation in the

NADLAB

to send the first devices by sept/October and the tast by

December 201 5

-

to buy 2 storage devices for acid

- to instatl and test the IRSN devices

-

to find

BOMAB

information on the website

- to provide a draft for the cottaboration agreement

- greatty advise LLNL to come at EURADOS (February 2016,
Mitano)

IRSNi
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-

IRSN

propose a draft (1 page) by February 2016 for NCSP

about "the development of a new approach of the victims of

.]-'::.::-:l:¡-1

the criticatity accident"
- to perform calcutation of dose to organ for various
morphotogies

- to update the IER 321 with information given by

- to give information about test and experimental

IRSN

configuration (correction factor for orientation and partial
body irradiation)

- to provide information about the source and the

- to provide date

- start by a bare configuration

room (for simutation)

- to review of previous experiment (especiatty neutron

- exchanges between LLNL and

- to submit new IER ASAP (after inctuding IRSN

spectrometry)

confi gu rations iconcrete, potyethytene, etc. )

tabte)

- to send information on devices avaitabte at IRSN (BGO,

- possibitity to atso use a Co and Cs source for

ROSPEC, BSS?)

the same configurations

- to support this work (user of Promethee)

- to sotve the "Calvin Curve"

IRSN

- agree for subsequent actions (ICNC workshop,

- to provide Promethee to LLNL

heterogeneous repartition of the moderation

- to organize a ICNC workshop with LLNL support

for a plutonium sphere using Promethee

- to provide a draft by February 2016

this proposal is not done this year

ANS

meeting, ANS 8.1 WG (handbook), etc.)

- to Exchange of information on current

- to Exchange of information on current advancement of

advancement of work

work

IRSN

for other

presented the resotution of the

IRSNiFRM-158-lnd3
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- to perform additional test with diode

- to Send pubtication and diode reader when modified with
unirradiated batch of diodes for additional test with Cf-252
source (done)

- to contact Franck Didier and possibly present at
EURADOSE

if

LLNL not attending

- LLNL is very ftexibte to perform experiments

- to provide information for the simutation of
|SSA

(drawings,

ISSA

safety case, etc.)

(date)
- fission meter can't go into water (maybe
above the water [eve[ (but etectric probtem))
- to contact LLNL by email to exchange about the

possibitities of exchange
- to add this topic to the Anatyticat Method effort between
LLNL and IRSN

- LLNL interested by ptutonium system and
various conversion factors

- A * stide rute

the
-to Exchange of information on current
advancement of work (FUDGE, etc.)

NCSP

.

meeting is ptanned in Juty for

executive meeting

- to Exchange of information on current advancement of

work
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